
 

Accelerator 
Transforming Work with Intelligent Automation 
The know-how to transform your business into a digital first 
company with a unified digital and human workforce. 
 

What is a Success Accelerator? 
Discover new ways to grow your business through operational 
efficiencies, improved customer satisfaction, revenue 
opportunities and more to accelerate the timeline for achieving 
the vision of what a digital workforce can do for your business. 
 
Why choose Transforming Work? 
This valuable accelerator package is designed to take 
intelligent automation to the max and use it as a strategic lever 
to truly transform into a digital first company and design digital 
and physical experiences alongside one another. This offering 
stretches beyond the limits of intelligent automation to imagine 
what could be with deeper integration of AI and ML tools into 
automated processes.    
 
What to expect: 

 Mentoring for 20 team members 

 Approximately 12 months’ duration 

 Up to 250 days of Blue Prism resources  

 Detailed review and improvement guidance for 100 
production automations 

 Assigned Customer Success Manager  

 Blue Prism Executive Sponsor 

 
 

 

Blue Prism is the global leader in intelligent automation for the enterprise, transforming the way work is done. 
At Blue Prism, we have users in over 170 countries in more than 2,000 businesses, including Fortune 500 and 
public sector organizations, that are creating value with new ways of working, unlocking efficiencies, and returning 
millions of hours of work back into their businesses. Our intelligent digital workforce is smart, secure, scalable, and 
accessible to all; freeing up humans to re-imagine work. 

To learn more visit www.blueprism.com and follow us on Twitter @blue_prism and on LinkedIn. 
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VALUE AND OUTCOMES: 

 Support the deployments of more 
than 300 digital workers  

 Access to a myriad of 
complementary technology in the 
ecosystem that interact seamlessly 
to create your digital workforce.  

 Intelligent ROM™ Assessment  

 Business Review and Value 
Assessment 

 Quarterly account and product 
roadmap reviews 

 Expert resource working with you 
on strategy, value creation, and 
organizational change 
management. 

 

Contact your Blue Prism 
account manager to 
accelerate your success 
today! 


